Health and safety studies that entail both incidence and magnitude of effects produce semi-continuous outcomes, in which the response is either zero or a continuous positive value. Zero-inflated left-censored models typically employ latent mixture constructions to allow different covariate processes to impact the incidence versus the magnitude. Assessment of the model, however, requires a focus on the observable characteristics. We employ a conditional decomposition approach, in which the model assessment is partitioned into two observable components: the adequacy of the marginal probability model for the boundary value and the adequacy of the conditional model for values strictly above the boundary. A conditional likelihood decomposition facilitates the statistical assessment. For corresponding residual and graphical analysis, the conditional mean and quantile functions for events above the boundary and the marginal probabilities of boundary events are investigated. Large sample standard errors for these quantities are derived for enhanced graphical assessment, and simulation is conducted to investigate the finite-sample behaviour. The methods are illustrated with data from two health-related safety studies. In each case, the conditional assessments identify the source for lack of fit of the previously considered model and thus lead to an improved model.
Introduction
Health and safety studies that entail both incidence and magnitude of effects produce semicontinuous outcomes that are either zeroes or continuous positive values. Understanding incidence of health effects focuses the investigation on the binary partition of the response into zero (no effect) or positive (observed effect), whereas understanding the magnitude of occurred effects focuses the analysis on the conditional distribution of the positive effects given that they have occurred. Different covariate processes may impact the incidence versus the magnitude. Unlike purely leftcensored models such as the left-censored normal (i.e. Tobit) regression model 1 , zero-inflated (ZI) left-censored models such as the ZI Tobit and left-censored logistic (CL) models 2, 3 allow the flexibility to jointly model incidence and magnitude effects while allowing for differing covariate models between the two components. This is achieved via the mixture of a non-negative response distribution such as the Tobit or CL with an additional point mass at zero.
A number of recent articles have discussed about the applications of bounded-response models for health studies. For example, Moulton and Halsey 4 considered the immune response to measles vaccine. Taylor et al. 5 studied the level of benzene exposure in the petroleum refining industry. Simpson et al. 6 modelled the magnitude of lung hemorrhage due to focused exposure of clinical diagnostic ultrasound. Chai and Bailey 7 analysed the coronary artery calcification scores from an atherogenesis study. Applications also abound in medical and ecological research where the data are discrete with excessive zeroes, such as wildlife abundance, 8 dental caries status, 9-11 adenoma recurrence, 12 and alcohol or cigarette consumption. 13, 14 For ZI count data, the overall fit of competing models may be compared by plotting differences between the observed and estimated probability masses against non-negative integer values assumed by the response. 15 In related work, score tests have been proposed for testing a Poisson model against a zero-inflated Poisson (ZIP) model, 16 testing a ZIP model against a ZI negative binomial (NB) model, 17 detecting overdispersion in a ZIP model, 18 and testing a ZIP model against general smooth alternatives. 19 Recently, Xie et al. 20 considered local influence analysis for ZI generalised Poisson mixed models. Despite considerable work on fitting various cases of bounded-response models, there is a lack of general methods for assessing the adequacy of these models. Traditional scatter plots superimposed with expectation-based or median-based fitted values may provide only limited information for assessing a model when the data are bounded (Figure 1(a) ). The goal of this article is to develop useful diagnostic methods for ZI left-censored and count models. Although these flexible incidence/ magnitude models are built on latent mixture models, assessment of the model requires a focus on the observable rather than latent features. To this end, we develop a conditional decomposition approach to assessing the model by partitioning the overall assessment into two observable components: (1) the adequacy of the marginal probability model for the boundary value and (2) the adequacy of the conditional model for values strictly above the boundary. We employ a conditional likelihood decomposition into the marginal likelihood for boundary events and the conditional likelihood for magnitudes of positive responses. For corresponding residual and graphical analysis, we investigate the general and model-based conditional mean and quantiles for events above the boundary and marginal probabilities of zeroes. Large sample standard errors (SEs) of these quantities are derived for enhanced graphical assessment.
A motivating data example is provided by the ultrasound safety study of O'Brien et al. 21 in which the adverse response was either absent (true zero or below a detection threshold) or an ultrasoundinduced lesion whose size was measured. Due to the designed low to moderate exposure mimicking clinical ultrasound, 77.5% of zero responses were observed. The proportions of zeroes at increasing exposure were 1.00, 1.00, 1.00, 0.90, 0.90, 0.70, 0.67, 0.50 and 0.30, so the observed median responses were identically zero except for the two highest exposure groups. Consequently, a plot that compares fitted medians from competing models is not very informative. Further analysis of the data is presented in Section 5.
Section 2 presents the general decomposition of a bounded-response likelihood and defines model-independent conditional mean and quantiles. After a brief review on boundedresponse models, we provide the model-based likelihood decomposition, means and quantiles.
In Section 3, large sample confidence intervals with delta method SEs are developed for the modelbased means, quantiles and probabilities of boundary events. Section 4 investigates the finite-sample behaviour of these confidence intervals through a simulation study. The proposed conditional decomposition approach is illustrated with data from an ultrasound safety study in laboratory animals and with data from a measles vaccine study in infants in Section 5. Section 6 summarises our main findings.
Likelihood decomposition, means and quantiles of lower bounded data
To model the incidence and magnitude of a health outcome, let the response be a random variable such that 
1Àv Á p(y) v , which can be written as the product of the marginal likelihood for the incidence of the boundary event and the conditional likelihood for the magnitude of the event given that it has occurred: 
Quantiles of common interest include the quartiles and, if the tail behaviour of a response distribution is under check, the 5th and 95th percentiles. Due to the truncation of the conditional quantities at the lower boundary, we have the following inequalities for any outcome variable that satisfies (1), which are proven in the Appendix: We review next left-inflated mixture (LIM) models and other bounded-response models that can be used to model health effects via a unified mixture construction. Early work on these models for semi-continuous data can be found in the econometrics literature, 22 where the bounded responses are termed as limited dependent variables.
LIM models and hurdle models
Consider response variables Y i (i ¼ 1, . . . , N) that satisfy (1) and follow mixture distributions each composed of the point mass at L and a general distribution F defined on [L, 1). The mixture density of the ith response has the form (1 À i ) L (y i ) + i f(y i ), where 0 < i 1 is the mixing weight, L (u) ¼ 1 if u ¼ L and equals zero otherwise, and f(Á) is the frequency or density function of F. Let W i be the mixture-component indicator variables such that i ¼ Pr(W i ¼ 1) and let Z i be random variables generated from F. Then the marginal responses can be expressed as
where 'd' denotes in distribution, and W i and Z i are statistically independent. For regression analysis 
where h 1 and h 2 are known link functions, i and i linear predictors, g i and x i vectors of covariates that may contain common variables, and c and b parameter vectors.
The class of LIM models includes a wide range of latent mixture models for discrete or semicontinuous data bounded on the left, 3 such as the ZIP and ZI Tobit models. In a LIM model, the general distribution F is discrete (e.g. Poisson) or left-censored (e.g. Tobit) and can produce observations equal to the lower boundary. Thus, the W i are partially observable and the loglikelihood function is in the form of
where h is the vector containing all regression and scale parameters, y ¼ (y 1 , . . . , y N ) T and v i ¼ I(y i > L). An expectation-maximization (EM) or quasi-Newton algorithm can be used to maximise the likelihood. A simplified case of LIM models is the standard discrete or left-censored models when the point mass at L is not needed (i.e. i ¼ 1 for all i).
Unlike a LIM model in which the distribution status of a boundary value cannot be identified, a hurdle model assumes that boundary values can only come from the point mass at L. Thus, a hurdle model consists of a binary model for whether or not the response is above the boundary (hurdle) and a conditional model (e.g. a truncated-at-L Poisson or normal model) for values strictly above the boundary. 23 The log-likelihood function is given by
which is a sum of the marginal likelihood for boundary events and the conditional likelihood for responses above the boundary. These two likelihood components, with distinct sets of parameters, can be maximised separately for maximising l H (h; y). For non-negative semi-continuous responses (L ¼ 0), the conditional model may alternatively assume an untruncated distribution with positive support such as the log-normal. 24, 25 The resulting model is usually referred to as a two-part model.
Model-based likelihood decomposition
Besides computational advantages, the natural decomposition of the hurdle likelihood into the marginal and conditional likelihoods also helps assess the adequacy of the marginal probability model for the occurrence of an event and the adequacy of the conditional model for the size of the event given that it has occurred. To see this, denote by l H0 the marginal likelihood component of the hurdle likelihood and by l H1 the conditional likelihood component such that
The LIM likelihood can be decomposed similarly following the general decomposition of a bounded-response likelihood L(y) into l LIM (h; y) ¼ l LIM0 + l LIM1 , where
and 
The midpoint values of the range intervals for k LIM0 and k LIM1 with z ¼ 0.5 provide rough point summaries for these penalty terms.
Model-based conditional and marginal means
The estimated means given the level of covariates from an incidence/magnitude model may be compared with the sample means for assessment of the model. Under Equations (2) and (3), the conditional mean 
The model-based conditional and marginal variances can be found in a similar manner. The estimated moments are obtained by plugging inĥ, the maximum likelihood estimator of h. Table 1 summarises conditional and marginal means as well as marginal variances of the ZI Poisson, NB, binomial, Tobit and CL models. Note that the conditional mean is greater than the marginal mean in each model. In addition, unlike standard count models, ZI count models allow overdispersion due to excessive zeroes, as indicated by the marginal variances. For instance, a NB model has mean and variance + 2 /k, where k À1 is sometimes referred to as a dispersion parameter. 26 In contrast, a ZI negative binomial model has mean and variance + () 2 
For other left-censored LIM models, the conditional and marginal moments are computed through numerical integration.
Model-based conditional and marginal quantiles
For semi-continuous health outcomes the model-based quantiles offer a more flexible means to assessing a model. Suppose for the model under consideration that F* is a continuous Table 1 . Conditional means, marginal means and marginal variances of the ZI Poisson, NB, binomial, Tobit and CL models. The dependence of and on covariates is suppressed (2) and (3), the conditional and marginal (100q)-th quantiles of a LIM model are in the respective forms of
where
Large sample confidence intervals
For enhanced graphical assessment of an incidence/magnitude model, we provide in this section the delta method confidence intervals for model-based means, quantiles as well as probabilities of the boundary event,
. Suppose that (h) is a real-valued, non-linear scalar function of h from a bounded-response model. Here we consider (h)
Let ðĥÞ denote the estimator of (h). By the multivariate delta method through a first-order Taylor series expansion 27 at h, the variance of ðĥÞ is estimated by 3 For a hurdle model, var ðĥÞ is a two-block diagonal matrix combining the two covariance matrices from the binary model and the conditional model. Let z 1À/2 denote the 100(1 À /2)-th percentile of the standard normal distribution. A large sample 1 À confidence interval for (h) is given by
which may need to be modified to reflect boundary constraints: the lower confidence limits for means and quantiles should be bounded below by L, while intervals for probabilities of boundary events should be contained in [0, 1]. Next we find the gradient vectors r (h) for left-censored LIM models. In case of discrete data omit from the vectors the components involving the scale parameter .
Confidence intervals for means
Taking the derivatives of the conditional mean (4) and marginal mean (5) with respect to h ¼ (c
Computing r c LIM ðhÞ and r m LIM ðhÞ is straightforward for the left-censored and discrete LIM models included in Table 1 . For other left-censored LIM models, no extra numerical integration is needed for computing the gradient vectors than required by the means themselves; a sketch of the proof is provided in the Appendix. These results also apply to hurdle models.
Confidence intervals for quantiles
Taking the derivatives of the conditional quantile (6) and marginal quantile (7) with respect to elements of h gives 
Confidence intervals for probabilities of boundary events
To evaluate the fit for values at the boundary, consider the probabilities of boundary events:
The gradient vectors are obtained by taking their derivatives with respect to elements of h. A related tool that helps evaluate the deviation of an estimated probability from the observed is the Pearson residual:
When the design of a study includes replicated observations at combinations of covariate levels and the group sizes are moderate, a Pearson residual with an absolute value greater than 2 provides evidence of lack of fit. 26 
Simulation
A simulation study is conducted to investigate the finite-sample behaviour of the delta method confidence intervals. The ZIP model and zero-inflated left-censored logistic (ZICL) model were evaluated. For each model, a binary predictor x was included in both sub-models at T , b ¼ (0.7, 0.4) T and ¼ 0.5 in the ZICL model. With these choices, there were 50% (37%) of zero responses and around 20% (10%) of these zeroes were from the Poisson or CL given x ¼ 0 (x ¼ 1). 10,000 runs were carried out for each simulation. ZI mixture models for the simulated trials were estimated by the quasi-Newton method implemented in the optim function in R. 29 Probabilities of zeroes and conditional means of the ZIP model were assessed, excluding the two runs at N ¼ 40 that had non-positive definite observed information due to large estimates for c.
3 For the ZICL model, the conditional quartiles were evaluated, excluding the 26 runs at N ¼ 40 and five runs at N ¼ 100 in which the observed information matrix was not positive definite. Table 2 reports the true values of these quantities (obtained by plugging in the true values of the parameters), mean estimates, Monte Carlo SEs and mean delta method SEs. The mean estimates are generally unbiased. The simulated and mean SEs are fairly close to each other. Table 3 summarises error and coverage rates of 95% delta method confidence intervals for the quantities under evaluation. The lower (upper) error rate is the percent of confidence intervals located entirely above (below) the true value of a quantity. When the sample size is small, the intervals exhibit undercoverage; the lower and upper error rates appear asymmetric. As N increases, the coverage rate generally approaches the nominal level 0.95, and the error rates are reasonably balanced.
Marginal means of the ZIP model and marginal quartiles and other quantiles of the ZICL model were also assessed in other results not shown. Confidence intervals for marginal means perform similarly to those for conditional means. Marginal quantiles occasionally have biased point estimates and low-coverage intervals when the true quantile is close to the boundary value and the sample size is small. This is because the interval has zero length when the estimated marginal quantile equals the boundary value. The performance improves as N increases or when the true marginal quantile stays away from the boundary.
Data examples
The proposed conditional decomposition approach to assessing and comparing LIM models and other bounded-response models is illustrated with data from an ultrasound safety study and with data from a measles vaccine study. In each case the conditional assessments identify the source for lack of fit of the previously considered models and lead to an improved model. The R code implementation and data for the two examples are available at http://math.asu.edu/˜yy/MA.html. Hurdle models can also be estimated by other software including Stata. 30 
An ultrasound safety study
Our motivating data are from a randomised, blind ultrasound safety study in laboratory rabbits.
3,21
The adverse response was the depth of an ultrasound-induced lesion (in mm) on the lung surface. A zero response was recorded if no lesion was observed. The primary predictor was acoustic pressure (in MPa) for which 10 or 9 animals were exposed at each of nine exposure groups. Both lungs of an animal were exposed. For demonstration, we consider here only the first exposed lungs. Of these, 69/89 ¼ 77.5% were zero. The data were analysed using the CL model, logit/log-logistic model (LLL: a two-part model assuming the logit link for the binary model and the log-logistic distribution for the conditional model), logit/left-truncated logistic model (a hurdle model assuming the truncated-at-zero logistic distribution) and logit/left-censored logistic model (LCL: a LIM model assuming the censored-at-zero logistic distribution). The models, with corresponding likelihood and AIC decompositions for zeroes and positive responses, are summarised in Table 4 . Based on the AIC values, the hurdle model and LIM model give the best fit for the data and are closely comparable. Figure 1 (a) summarises the models with estimated marginal median curves. Due to high proportions of zero responses given exposure, the observed marginal medians are identically zero except for the two highest exposure groups. As a result, the estimated marginal medians are not very informative in comparing different models. Figure 1 Thus, the hurdle model and LIM model both fit the ultrasound exposure data well. The purely censored model fails to fit positive lesion sizes adequately due to the coexistence of sizeable portions of zeroes and large positive values at high exposure (e.g. at the highest exposure level 30% of zero responses coexisted with 70% of size measurements greater than 1.8 mm). The two-part model allows differing covariate processes for the binary model and the conditional model, but it seems sensitive to non-separability of values at and above the boundary. investigating the effects of vaccine strain (EZ: 1-Edmonston Zagreb, 0-Schwarz), vaccine dose (HI: 1-high, 0-medium) and sex (FEM: 1-female, 0-male). The underestimation of conditional 5th quantiles by the two normal models (CN and LCN) indicates that a symmetric normal distribution is inadequate for modelling the seemingly rightskewed response distribution (Figure 3(a) ). Due to a few extreme values at the upper tail, a normal distribution tends to have a large scale parameter and thus overshoots the lower tail of the data distribution. This is reflected in Figure 3 (b) and (c), the scatter plots for data above the boundary enhanced by estimated conditional 5th-50th-95th quantiles from the normal models. Given the evidence of data skewness and residual skewness in the normal models, we fit the logit/leftcensored extreme value model (LCEV: a LIM model assuming the left-censored EV distribution) that is more suitable for right-skewed data. Table 5 summarises the hurdle models and LIM models with an underlying normal or EV distribution. All models retain the same effects as the LCN model in Moulton and Halsey 4 for comparison. The EV hurdle and LIM models have similar parameter estimates, with smaller decomposed AIC values for observations above the boundary than the normal hurdle and LIM models. The LCN model suggests that gender had some effect on antibody concentration given that it was detectable (p-value ¼ 0.08). The LCEV model, however, shows a weaker gender effect (pvalue ¼ 0.18), which is consistent with a more recent analysis of measles vaccine trials. model and suggest a good fit for boundary values. Most of the conditional 5th quantile intervals contain the observed quantities, though some small downward bias still exists. Figure 3 (d) presents estimated conditional 5th-50th-95th quantiles from the LCEV model; it better conforms to the spread of individual observations than the CN and LCN models.
Conclusions
Bounded-response models are increasingly used for modelling incidence and magnitude of health effects. In this article, we develop a novel conditional decomposition approach in which the overall assessment of an incidence/magnitude model is partitioned into the adequacy of the marginal probability model for the occurrence of a boundary event and the adequacy of the conditional model for the size of the event given that it has occurred. Likelihood and AIC decompositions are used to facilitate comparison of goodness-of-fit of different models at and above the boundary and to identify the source for lack of fit of a model. For corresponding residual and graphical analysis, we establish delta method confidence intervals for the model-based conditional means, conditional quantiles and probabilities of the boundary event. A small simulation study indicates that delta method SEs perform well in finite samples, and the confidence intervals behave reasonably for moderate to large samples. As has been demonstrated through two health-related safety studies, the conditional approach provides insights not evident in purely marginal assessment of the model via scatter plots, marginal fitted values and the like. When a sizeable number of boundary values and values well above the boundary coexist given covariates in a data set, a purely censored regression model often fails to provide adequate fits for both the boundary event and values above the boundary. A hurdle model or a LIM model, on the other hand, allows differing covariate processes for the binary model and the conditional model, and is thus able to better fit the data. For skewed data, the tail behaviour of the conditional distribution (e.g. conditional 5th and 95th quantiles) is usually more informative in assessing a model. The proposed conditional decomposition diagnostics may be used for assessing marginal analysis of correlated bounded responses. The working independence likelihood can be assumed for the AIC decomposition, and the sandwich formula is used to estimate the covariance matrix of parameter estimates required in computing the delta method confidence interval in Equation (8) . 3 The diagnostics then address the adequacy of the marginal models for the data.
